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Here, I try to provide my comments about this manuscript. In general, the topic is
appropriate for this journal, and results about the application of the FVCOM-ERSEM
modelling system for East China Sea is very interesting.
The used tools are state-of-the-art and appropriate.
However I think that the article cannot be published without any changes, which I try to
explain within the following lines.
Major comments:
- From my understanding, the authors want to present their model system and the
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work they have done to set it up. I can understand that, as usually there is quite a lot
of work to come to this point. However, the paper could be a bit more substantial if
the authors could investigate some research question apart from demonstrating that
their modelling system is doing realistic but fundamental things. Again, it is really some
work to get the system running and collecting all the forcing data and so on. But, from
my personal perspective, the article might win a lot, if some question could also be
answered.
- The authors should mention some other modelling studies in that region. From a
quick literature search I could find at least two similar studies, which are not mentioned
by the authors: L. Zhao and X. Guo (2011) (Influence of cross-shelf water transport
on nutrients and phytoplankton in the East China Sea: a model study, Ocean Sci., 7,
27–43, 2011) and Liu et al. (2010) (Seasonal variation of primary productivity in the
East China Sea: A numerical study based on coupled physical-biogeochemical model,
Deep-Sea Research II 57 (2010) 1762–1782). Perhaps the authors could say some
words how their work might be related to these studies or other modelling studies and
if and why there model system might be a progression.
- When reading my review, you will see that I’m not an English native speaker. So, I
know how difficult it is to write in a foreign language. Reading this manuscript at hand,
I got the impression that it might be helpful to get the English writing and formulations
checked by some native speaker or a proofreading service. You will find examples of
small errors below. I made good experiences with proofreading services, as my writing
is also far from perfect.
- From perspective, the biological validation is a bit problematic. The authors mentioned
some reasons for the mismatch as lacking river data or initial and boundary conditions.
Is this really the total story? Perhaps the authors can say some more words why the
biogeochemical module does not capture the data.
Some minor comments:
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- Why do you focus on one month in May 2019. Actually, it might be more helpful to
see an annual time frame for model validation. There is data around in other years for
the ECS. You have modeled eight months, why not showing it to see some seasonal
aspect.
- Line 74: What do you mean by ‘providing environmental drivers offline’?
-Line 75: Please make it more clear what you mean with ‘Online three-dimensional ...’
- Line 126: Please write some more words, what FABM is actually doing in this coupled
modelling system
- Line 149 ff. Please provide some more references to you data sources. Usually, there
are publications that can also be cited apart from simple internet sites.
- Line 234 and others: The unit of salinity should not be psu. Use g/kg or ‰ instead.
- Line 256: You should say reasonable with respect to the order of the nutrient concentration.
- Line 278: I think this sentence is to optimistic. The temporal variability is not kept
from my respective very well. Please say some more words, when and where the
model captures the data in a good way; and also when not.
- Table 6: The measures PB and CF show some opposite behaviour. Why? And what
does this mean?
- Line 380: The last sentence is too optimistic from my perspective. Please show, that
your deviations are comparable to other modelling studies or write it more appropriatly.
Some direct comments to the text:
- Abstract, line 12: Please let this sentence be checked by a native speaker. For me it
sounds a bit strange: . . . has been implemented to a high . . ..
- Abstract, line 16: The authors are claiming to have done an extensive study of the
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influence of different parameters on the biogeochemistry of the ECS. Please make this
more clearly in the text, where these parameter investigations are done.
- Line 56: I think it might be ‘model for ...’
- Line 64: I think it might be ‘In recent years, ...’
- Line 73: Please find another word for ‘defects’
-Line 84: 117-124.5
- Line 88-89: Please make the writing of the rivers consistent; e.g. YR or YR river?
- Line 109: You should make wave more specific; wind-generated surface gravity waves
- Line 125: . . . heterotrophic . . .
- Line 138: 102,688, (you mean non-overlapping?), 53,512 (no space between the
comma)
- Line 141: . . . constitutes . . .
- Line 155: yearly-averaged (no space)
- Line 156: nitrate nitrogen
- Fig 2: The panels are to close to each other, please make some more space. The
legend in panel b) does not fit to names in the caption.
- Table 1: It might be Si and not SI
- Table 2: Use Michaelis-Menten consistently (MM), Maximum N:C (not Nitrogen:C)
- Line 179: I think, presence might be right: concerns . . ..
- Line 186: modeled and observed what ???
- Line 189: modeled and observed what ???
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- Line 196: modeled and observed what ???
- Line 202: Fig. 3 or Fig.3 ??
- Line 205: What is an R station
- Line 208: Please provide a more detailed refernce to T-tide tool kit
- Fig. 3: Please provide the axis-description in the scatter plots. What is modelled data
and what observed data. The b) is misplaced. Please reduce the range of the SSH
axis to -3 . . . 3 m (or -3.5 . . . 3.5), to see the difference more clearly.
- Table 5: Which line corresponds to the modeled, which to the measured data. Perhaps you want to separate the stations by horizontal lines?
- Line: 223: . . . structure is . . .
-Line 223-224: I think you want to mention the optimal temperature range, don’t you?
- Line 229: Instead of using baroclinic fields, perhaps say temperature and salinity
distributions
- Fig. 4: Please annotate the axes in the scatter plots. Please reduce the range of the
temperature axis to see the difference more clearly.
- Line 247: you mean your bioge. model system (ERSEM) or these models in general?
- Line 250: Please rewrite this sentence. Validation data . . . were collected????
- Fig. 6: The caption says Chla, the heading is phosphate ????
- Line 273: Fig. 11 shows . . .???
- Fig. 11: Please write wich panel is SeaWiFS, which is model.
- Line 297: There is no bar(O) in the equations above.
- Line 317: . . . shows . . .
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- Line 375: I think ‘coupled’
- Line 379: . . . and nutrient concentrations ...
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